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develop and maintain the information that we provide. We always strive to be the best.WASHINGTON — The popular theory that the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau was the instrument President Obama used to turn over the White House to Donald J. Trump is false. It’s also increasingly unsupportable. It is true, as Mr. Trump has often noted, that Ms. Clinton “was colluding with the

Democratic Party to undermine my campaign” and “should be in jail.” But the only fact that anyone should be in jail is if a president is shown to have, with evidence, obstructed a criminal investigation. (Ms. Clinton repeatedly refused to answer questions from a congressional committee about her emails, until her attorneys agreed to do so.) So there is no real evidence for the claim that the bureau is
why Mr. Trump won the election. The public statements of Mr. Obama and Ms. Clinton before the election make that suggestion impossible to sustain. They both praised the bureau for its performance during the Obama years, and neither said anything about Mr. Trump. To do so would have been risky, since their political fates were inextricably linked. A vote for Ms. Clinton meant a vote for the
bureau; a vote for Mr. Trump meant a vote to weaken it. Ms. Clinton’s belatedly released emails show that her campaign wanted the bureau to be strong and to take a firmer posture. Mr. Obama, too, on occasion advocated for stronger enforcement of the consumer law.This past May, bassist Jon Gibb, aka Seth Glier, performed as bassist for Colorado's The Clouds in the mixdown room of the 7th

Heaven Recording Studio in Aurora, CO. As Seth has become more active in the Colorado music community, he's also become a household name as a fixture in the bands and local jam scenes. His bass playing in the Clouds is among the best rock tunes you'll hear - bright, tight, funky and an amazing lead player. And, his performances with The Clouds have been some 82157476af
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